
Regularexpressions
any single character except newline
zero or more repeats
any character in set
any character not in set
beginning, end o� ine
beginning, end of word
grouping
contents of n th grouping

Counts
Nearly every command may be preceded by a number that
specifies how many times it is to be performed. For exam-
ple 5dw will delete 5 words and 3fe will move the cursor
forward to the 3rd occurance of the letter e. Even inser-
tions may be repeated conveniently with this method, say
to insert the same line 100 times.

Ranges
Ranges may precede most “colon” commands and cause
them to be executed on a line or lines. For example :3,7d
would delete lines 3 − 7. Ranges are commonly combined
with the :s command to perform a replacement on several
lines, as with :.,$s/pattern/string/g to make a replace-
ment from the current line to the end of the file.

lines n-m : n , m
current line :.
last line :$
marker c :’c
all lines :%
all matching lines :g/ pattern /

Files
write file (current file if no name given) :w �le
append file (current file if no name given) :w >> �le
read file after line :r �le
read program output :r ! program
next file :n
previous file :p
edit new file :e �le
replace line with program output :.! program

Other
toggle upper/lower case ~
join lines J
repeat last text-changing command .
undo last change, all changes on line u , U

.(dot)
*

[...]
[^ ...]
^ , $

\ < , \ >
\ ( . . . \ )

\ n

Vi

Yankingtext
Like deletion, almost all yank commands are performed by
typing y followed by a motion. For example y$ yanks to
the end o� ine. Two other yank commands are:

line yy
line :y

Changingtext
The change command is a deletion command that leaves
the editor in insert mode. It is performed by typing c fol-
lowed by a motion. For example cw changes a word. A few
other change commands are:

to end o� ine C
line cc

Puttingtext
put after position or after line p
put before position or before line P

Registers

Named registers may be specified before any deletion,
change, yank, or put command. The general prefix has
the form " c where c may be any lower case letter. For
example, "adw deletes a word into register a. It may there-
after be put back into the text with an appropriate put
command, for example "ap .

Markers

Named markers may be set on any line of a file. Any lower
case letter may be a marker name. Markers may also be
used as the limits for ranges.

set marker c on this line m c
goto marker c ‘ c
goto marker c first non-blank ’ c

Searchforstrings
search forward / string
search backward ? string
repeat search in same, reverse direction n , N

Replace
The search and replace function is accomplished with the
:s command. It is commonly used in combination with
ranges or the :g command (below).

replace pattern with string :s/ pattern / string / �ags
flags: all on each line, confirm each g , c
repeat last :s command &
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startup file.

:set To view current settings

:set all To view all the possible settings

:set textwidth=65  Set the maximum line width

:help General Help

:help textwidth Help on the topic “textwidth”

The VIM editor is a screen-based editor used by many Linux and UNIX users. It 

vim filename Create a new file called  filename
vim -r filename recover filename that was being edited when system 

:x<Return> Exit, saving changes
:q<Return> Exit as long as there have been no changes

ZZ Exit and save changes if any have been made
:q!<Return> Exit and ignore any changes

i Insert before cursor
I Insert at beginning of line
a
A Append at end of line
o
O Open a new line before current line
r Replace one character
R Replace many characters

g
c Flag - Confirm replacement

/string Search forward for string
?string Search back for string

n Search for next instance of string
N Search for previous instance of string

h

j Move down

k Move up

l Move right

w Move forward one word

W

b Move to beginning of word

B

{ Move a paragraph back

} Move a paragraph forward

0 Move to the beginning of the line

$ Move to the end of the line

1G Move to the first line of the file

G Move to the last line of the file

nG Move to nth line of the file

:n Move to nth line of the file

fc

Fd

H Move to top of screen

M Move to middle of screen

L

Yank Text(Command Mode)

yy Yank the current line and place into bu�er

:y Yank the current line and place into bu�er

5yy Yank 5 lines and place into bu�er

p

P Put contents of bu�er before current line

File Access (Command Mode)

:w filename Write to file

:r  filename

:e filename1 Edit  di�erent file filename1

Delete Text (Command Mode)

x Delete character to the right of cursor

X

D Delete to the end of the line

dd Delete current line

:d Delete current line

Change Text (Insert Mode)

C

cc Change text of the whole line

String Search 

/string Search forward for string

?string Search back for string

n Search for next instance of string

N Search for previous instance of string

Regular Expressions

. (dot) Matches any single character except newline

* Zero or more occurrences of any character

[   ] Any single character specified in the set

[^  ] Any single character not specified in the set

^ Anchor - beginning of the line

Regular Expression Examples
/.oing/ Will match boing and going

/sto*p/ Matches stp, stop, stoop etc…

/b[aou]rn/ Matches barn, born, burn

/[0-9]/ Matches if there are numbers in the line

/^TEST$/ Matches if  line only contains TEST 

/^[a-zA-Z]/ Matches if line starts with any letter

/2134$/ Matches if the line ends with 2134

Quitting
exit, saving changes :x
quit (unless changes) :q
quit (force, even if unsaved) :q!

Insertingtext
insert before cursor, before line i , I
append after cursor, after line a , A
open new line after, line before o , O
replace one char, many chars r , R

Motion

left, down, up, right h , j , k , l
next word, blank delimited word w , W
beginning of word, of blank delimited word b , B
end of word, of blank delimited word e , E
sentence back, forward ( , )
paragraph back, forward { , }
beginning, end o� ine 0 , $
beginning, end of file 1G , G
line nn G or : n
forward, back to char c f c , F c
forward, back to before char c t c , T c
top, middle, bottom of screen H , M , L

Deletingtext
Almost all deletion commands are performed by typing
d followed by a motion . For example dw deletes a word.
A few other deletions are:

character to right, left x , X
to end o� ine D
line dd
line :d

Put text (After yanking)
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